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ABSTRACT
Computational Grid (CG) is a wide network of computational
resources that provides a distributed platform for high end
compute intensive applications. The resources in the
computational grid are usually heterogeneous and being a
highly heterogeneous system, Computational Grid poses a
number of constraints. It is difficult to allocate and schedule
the applications properly to achieve the benefit of the grid
resources from the applications point of view, as the resources
are heterogeneous and dynamic in nature. There are no
common scheduling strategies that fulfill all the needs with
respect to both, user and the system. The available scheduling
implementations consider specific characteristics of the
available resources and the application. The complexity of
application, user requirements and system heterogeneity
prevents any scheduling procedure in achieving its best
performance. The aim of a grid scheduling algorithm is to find
an appropriate set of resources and maintain its userdemanded Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Scheduling
in CG is an NP-hard problem which requires an efficient
solution. The problem, considered in this work, is task
scheduling in Computational Grid (CG). Task scheduling in
CG is a complex problem as many QoS parameters and
system constraints are involved. This paper deliberates over
the problem and various tools used in order to solve this
problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Parallel systems were designed to execute a job in parallel
whereas distributed systems came into existence for
exploiting the resources in a better and distributed manner.
Eventually, with the introduction of high speed networks, both
(parallel and distributed system) began to be used for parallel
job execution which was not possible in a uniprocessor
system. Consequently, parallel and distributed system
evolved. The objective of the parallel system [1, 2], is to
execute the submitted jobs/tasks as quickly as possible.
Distributed systems [1, 2], allow resource sharing and
cooperative engineering to achieve parallel execution with the
help of multiple computing nodes. High speed network
revolution, during the last decade, was the driving force for
the important evolutions in the design of distributed system.
While solving problems, many a times it might not be
possible to provide the required computing resources e.g.

processors, storage and memory individually to various jobs.
It is difficult and costly to afford these resources. A possible
and efficient solution, to make these resources available, is to
integrate such resources that are distributed at various places
in to a single virtual platform so that these can be accessed in
a well-defined and transparent manner. This concept is
adopted in Grid [3]. One of the largest communities which use
technologies of the grid is European Organization for Nuclear
Research (CERN) [4]. Future scientific research is to be
carried out with larger collaboration of researchers across the
globe. Also, size and complexity of research problems are
growing with the advancement in research and technology.
When the computing power of the resources is accumulated, it
results in Computational Grid (CG) while in data grid the
resources are mainly in form of data. Research is not only
solution oriented but more focused on efficient solutions and
optimizing existing ones. In such scenario, Computational
Grids emerged as global cyber infrastructure for sharing
computational power to manage and process the big jobs [3,
5]. In this paper, focus is on CG.
Computational Grid (CG) is a wide network of computational
resources that provides a distributed platform for high end
compute intensive applications. The resources in the
computational grid are usually heterogeneous and being a
highly heterogeneous system, it poses number of constraints
[3, 5, 6]. It is difficult to allocate and schedule the applications
properly to achieve the benefit of the grid resources from the
application’s point of view, as the resources are
heterogeneous and dynamic in nature [6]. There are no
common scheduling strategies that fulfill all the needs with
respect to both; the user and the system. The available
scheduling implementations consider specific characteristics
of the available resources and the application. The complexity
of application, user requirements and system heterogeneity
prevents any scheduling procedure in achieving its best
performance. The aim of a grid scheduling algorithm is to find
an appropriate set of resources and maintain its userdemanded Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Scheduling
in CG is an NP-hard [7, 8, 9] problem which requires an
efficient solution.

2. THE PROBLEM
The problem, considered in this work, is scheduling the
job/task on Computational Grid (CG) resources. Task
scheduling in CG is a complex problem as many QoS
parameters and system constraints are involved [10, 11]. This
section deliberates over the problem and various tools used in
order to solve this problem.
Computational Grid [3, 5, 6], primarily used for processing of
compute intensive tasks, has emerged as a global next
generation computing infrastructure. Research communities
are utilizing CG to share, manage and process the large
computational tasks. CG [3, 5, 6] is a collection of
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hardware/software infrastructure which facilitates pervasive,
consistent, dependable, and economical access to high end
computational power in spite of geographical distribution of
both the resources and the users. CG users may demand
compute intense task execution. CG [5, 6] middleware
explores the relevant resources from the pool of grid resources
and based on task requirements and execution policies,
schedules the task on suitable computing resources.
Grid scheduling defines how the jobs are assigned to run on
suitable computing nodes in a manner that aims to optimize
some scheduling parameters. The scheduling parameters [8,
9] may be system utilization, throughput, turnaround time,
fairness, waiting time, response time etc. The scheduling
parameters, mostly, are QoS parameters. Because of
heterogeneous nature, scheduling whatever is its type (low
level, middle level and user level) in general is NP-hard [6, 7,
8].
Some of the QoS parameters that have been addressed in this
work are MS, load balancing, availability and energy as
detailed in the next section.

3. ADDRESSED QoS PARAMETERS
The QoS parameters, discussed in this paper, are as follows.

3.1.

Make-span (MS):

For a schedule consisting of jobs, MS is defined as the time
required in finishing the latest job [6, 8].

3.2.

Load Balancing:

Load balancing is a process of distributing the tasks in a fair
manner within the grid nodes [13, 14]. Load balancing
completely depends upon the scheduling algorithm [13].
Better scheduling algorithm results in optimum load
balancing eventually leading to improved grid performance
[14]. If a node is heavily loaded, some computation needs to
be migrated to other suitable nodes. Load balancing can be
static or dynamic.

3.3.

Availability:

Availability is defined as a percentage of time resource/sites
are available [15] for job processing. It can also be described
as fraction of time for which a resource is available for the
application. Availability of the system is the percentage of
time the system is operational [15]. It is measured as a factor
of reliability, so when the reliability of the system increases,
availability also increases.

3.4.

Energy:

To maintain and provide high computing power, energy is a
major constraint. Although, present available devices have
the crunch of both the computational and electrical energy, it
is believed that in near future with advancement in
technology these devices will have better computational
power within same amount of electrical energy [17]. High
computing device consumes more energy. Thus, there is a
tradeoff between the computational power and energy. To
save energy, the design of the software systems should be
energy efficient and should be tailored accordingly [16].

4. RELATED WORK
The paper proposes few scheduling models for Computational
grid with the objective to optimize QoS parameters as
mentioned above. Paper one is an introductory paper and in
paper two the addressed problem has been defined. The first
proposed work appears in paper 3 of the paper. It is a

scheduling model using GA that studies the effect of IPC [9]
in the overall objective of the scheduling. Three cases have
been considered for observing the effect of IPC on the (MS).
These are; job allocation without considering the IPC, with
variable IPC and with constant IPC. It is observed that MS
increases when IPC is introduced amongst the tasks. With
variable communication (IPC) there is little increase in MS,
whereas increase is substantive with constant communication.
It is to note that in constant IPC, maximum of variable IPC
has been taken. The conclusion drawn is that unless there is an
execution of a dedicated system in which usually there is
constant IPC, MS is not affected much. It is a good sign for
the parallel execution in CG. Another work, in paper three,
deals with the load balancing [13, 14] aspect in CG
scheduling with focus on load variation and load distribution
amongst the nodes. Three cases have been considered to
observe the load variation and load distribution. First two are
with fixed load and varying nodes for both fine grain and
coarse grain task. Last experiment deals with the coarse grain
tasks having fixed load and varying nodes. It is concluded that
when the number of nodes are increased, for fixed load, the
distribution is better. In comparison to coarse grain tasks, load
distribution is better for fine grain tasks for fixed number of
nodes. It is because, fine grain tasks gives more possibility of
load distribution. Overall, proposed model attains better load
distribution for both fine grain as well as coarse grain tasks.
The load distribution schemes can be incorporated with any
scheduling algorithms to deduce better load balancing and
therefore better system utilization.
Paper four proposes two scheduling models to optimize QoS
parameters in Computational Grid. First work deals with the
proposal of a scheduling in CG with emphasis on the
availability as a QoS parameter. This model uses GA [12] for
the purpose and is called AGA model. Availability [15] is an
important QoS parameter in CG to be optimized and has been
given consideration while scheduling a job. It uses a metaheuristic technique GA for this purpose. Seven cases have
been considered to observe node availability in CG during
execution. In the first case, it is concluded that if MTTF
increases, availability increases [16]. Second case concludes
that with the increase in MTTR, availability decreases. Third
case exhibits that the increase in task size leads to the
decrease in availability. Observation in the fourth case is
when the number of tasks increases, availability decreases.
Fifth case says that when the number of tasks increases,
availability decreases. Sixth case depicts that when number of
nodes in CG environment increases, availability increases.
Conclusion of the seventh case is that with the increase in
processing speed of the nodes, availability increases and with
the decrease in load on the node, availability increases.
Finally, a comparative study of the proposed AGA based
model with simple GA based model for MS and availability
epitomes that if availability is maximized, MS increases
though increase is not much substantial.
Another work deals with the proposal of a scheduling model
using a GA variant, Quantum GA or QGA, with focus on MS
as QoS parameter. QGA has recently been developed for
solving such problems and has been quite effective too. QGA
performs better than GA as it explores in 0-1 hyperspace
whereas GA explores directly in search space [17, 18, 19]. A
novel method of task scheduling using QGA has been
proposed and experimental study reveals that the performance
of QGA based model is better than GA based model. MS
minimization is highly impressive in QGA. It is because in
QGA [17, 18], m Q-bit representation has better population
diversity. Further, the solution converges quickly in
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comparison to GA based methods. The model performs well
even on scaled data showing that the method is robust,
rigorous and scalable. Thus, the method performs better for
high scale of grid and tasks.
In paper five two hybrid approaches towards the grid
scheduling problem are described. First work deals with the
proposal of a grid scheduling algorithm optimizing MS using
a hybrid GABFO technique [20, 21]. GABFO has the
advantages of both the GA [12, 22] and BFO algorithms [20]
in terms of its ability to find feasible solutions, avoid
premature convergence and the ability to conduct fine-tuning
in the search space. Meanwhile, heuristics are embedded into
the GA as a local search to improve the search ability. GA
operators do not have decision capability and is based on
random search. BFO works like an intelligent system which
can tackle the system in an efficient manner. BFO has the
decision capability but it cannot navigate through the search
space in an efficient manner. Therefore, both approaches are
combined together for effective and efficient results.
Performance of the proposed GABFO based model has been
studied by carrying out number of experiments and it is found
that it performs very well. Also, its comparative study with
another GA based model shows that it has an edge over GA
based model. The effectiveness of the model is also studied
with scaled input and it is found that proposed GABFO based
model performs well.
Another work, presented in paper five, proposes a grid
scheduling algorithm applying another hybrid approach;
Immune based Genetic Algorithm (IGA) to optimize MS [22].
Six cases have been considered for observing the value of the
MS. In first case, it is concluded that if number of tasks
increases, MS increases. In second case, if number of
computing nodes increases, MS decreases. In third case, if
task size increases, MS increases. In fourth case, if processing
speed of the node increases, MS decreases and when load in
the node decreases, MS decreases. In each case, comparative
study of IGA based model with GA and GABFO based model
is done where it has been observed that the MS produced by
IGA is much better than produced by GA and GABFO based
models. The performance of the proposed model has also been
observed for large set of input jobs and large number of
computing nodes in the grid. Results indicate that the model
performs better for larger data sets. The study concludes that
MS is minimized faster in IGA based model than GA and
GABFO based models.
Energy utilization is a major concern and work in paper six
deals with the proposal of a scheduling algorithm in CG with
emphasis on the energy minimization using a GA technique.
Energy consumption, MS and utilization are major issues in
this model. Performance study of the proposed model has
been done by carrying out experiments with three grid sizes;
small, medium and large. Result reveals that the proposed
model performs well. Also, the comparative study reveals that
the proposed model has an edge over other contemporary
models viz. Min-Min, Max-Min, HEFT and EAMM for
energy optimization [17, 23, 24, 25, 33].

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The work in this paper proposes few grid scheduling models
considering the QoS parameters from the users as well as
systems point of view. For this, a meta-heuristic GA, its
variant and few hybrid GA techniques have been applied. GA,
a search technique based on the evolutionary computation, is
found to be quite efficient for solving a class of complex
optimization problems. GA has the potential to solve

scheduling problem of computational grid and therefore GA
and its variant have been considered in most of the proposed
work. The paper is organized in seven papers.

The future work will consider the resource scheduling
problem with consideration on some other QoS parameters
such as reliability, perform-ability and security [23] etc. Also,
in all the proposed work, at a time only one parameter has
been considered. Sometime, there is a need to consider more
than one parameter while scheduling a job on grid. It is
possible to work on multi-objective [24] optimization and to
handle more than one QoS parameter simultaneously to solve
the grid scheduling problem. Also there are many other
appealing meta-heuristic techniques that can be explored with
various QoS parameters and will be taken as future work.
Resources scheduling models may be applied in various other
new areas like Cloud computing, Cluster computing etc.
Resource scheduling models may also be applied for real life
scheduling problems like project portfolio management. It is
possible to apply the developed models on newer areas where
the problem is nonlinear and finding a good solution is
difficult.
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